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Ninjutsu pressure points

Japanese kyūsho are specific areas or pressure points on the human body that send pain and other signals to the brain when stimulated in a certain way. Martial artists long ago mastered and integrated this knowledge with style and form, transmitting it’s secrets through the lineages of Japanese martial
arts. Martial artists in the know have heard about the mysterious Dim Mak or the “Death Touch”, at some point. The most famous was the final scene of Kill Bill Vol. 2 when the Black Mamba performed the “Five point Palm Exploding Heart Technique” on the Snake Charmer. Classic. He took a few steps
then collapsed. Japanese Kyūsho Yoshimitsu playing the sho. Budo schools of Ninjutsu also utilize a targeted method of striking these kyūsho, (kyū-vital, sho-point) in single and repetitive rapid strikes to quickly disable an opponent. Historically, Shinra Saburō Minamoto no Yoshimitsu (1042–1132), also a
sixth generational descendant of Emperor Seiwa (858-876), was known to use and teach the use of the vital kyūsho. Yoshimitsu is the soke of Daitō-ryū Jūjutsu, named after the town Daitō (modern day Shiga), which in turn gave birth to many Japanese styles as it was transmitted through the Minamoto
and Takeda lineages into Judo, Aikido, Hapkido, and Brazilian Jiujitsu. Minamoto no Yoshimitsu was also a master of Aiki, a principle in Japanese martial arts of “shadowing”, your opponent’s movement in order to advantageously strike the most vulnerable parts of the body at the right times, usually when
the opponent is hyperextended or in full flexion. The spiritual and mental kamae of a budo taijutsu practitioner taken before receiving an attack is Aiki. In these moments, the attackers rhythm and intent are measured to determine the best counter measure. Kyūsho are also identified but factors such
as height, weight, and muscle thickness will all play a role in effective striking. Yoshimitsu was also an accomplished musician who observed the nature of good rhythm and smooth transition between movements as dancers flowed to the sound of his sho (wind instrument depicted in the photo). He also
trapped and studied a female spider using methods of entrapment to catch it’s next meal. nature of good rhythm and smooth transition between movements. Beneath the Surface of Kyūsho Kyūsho are located along pathways of the central nervous system stemming from the brain and spinal chord
branching out to every part of the human body. When these areas are struck, they release a pain signal to the brain, a withdraw reflex, which responds by moving the body away from the source or in more severe cases total shutdown. One example of a knockout is a temporary disruption of signals to the
brain most commonly experienced when a crushing blow is accurately delivered to a kyūsho point. When someone gets hit in the jaw in just the right way, that slight disruption sends a signal to the brain to reboot. These kyūsho areas extend beyond nerve points to include bone points, blood points,
energy points, organ points, and muscle/tendon points. Each area and point has an effect on different areas of the body and are often used in combination. The effects of accurate kyūsho striking can include unconsciousness, total loss of energy, hysteria, uncontrolled outbursts and death. Please take
every precaution when striking these areas during training as a lack of control can cause serious injury. The carotid artery, or jugular vein, is pressure-sensitive, and one of it’s functions is to detect spikes in blood pressure to protect the system. Any irregularities or false signals sent will either lower or
increase blood pressure depending on the signal. With this type of knockout, the blood pressure is lowered to account for the spike created by pressure put on the carotid artery from either the head snapping or from the direct pressure of a choke that constricts the artery. The average diameter of a carotid
artery is between 6.5 – 6.1 mm so training to intentionally strike kyūsho areas takes years of practice. An in depth study of the human anatomy is need to understand their location and deviation due to gender, build, and method of attack. Other knockout areas of the body include the philtum, jinchu, (in
between nose and top lip), the floating ribs, kinketsu, (middle to lower rear rib area), the back of the neck, and the chin or gankotsu. As far as strikes to the head are concerned, keep in mind that the brain is floating in cerebrospinal fluid that acts as a cushion to absorb the blow, but when the blow is
significant and the brain dings the skull; knockout. Kyūsho are often thought of in a destructive manner to immobilize or even neutralize and attacker but these points also have healing properties. The Japanese healing art of Reiki and Amatsu Tatara both use these points to restore the body’s energy
points and even heal sickness. Deep tissue, Swedish, trigger point, shiatsu, thai and lomi lomi massage all stimulate these points with healing in mind to bring great relief and joy to body and mind . Expanded Kyūsho Theory Just as kamae cannot be thought of as only physical, the concept of kyūsho can
be expanded to include the mental/spiritual attitude and even the surrounding space. With this in mind, kyūsho is also the vital point of the first interaction with the attacker. This is Aiki in practice. The budo schools of Ninjutsu teach that when the attacker is overextended and has expended full force, this is
one of the best times to counter. The need for force will be minimal because the attacker’s brain is already sending a signal of stress and exertion which makes any further disruption an overload to the system causing any of the reactions spoken of earlier. With this expanded view, the practitioner is now
creating kyūsho or the vital point using an awareness of space, distancing, rhythm, and timing. Conclusion There are many factors that determine the effectiveness of striking Japanese kyūsho points. Striking combination, time of day, position of the body, striking force all play an important role in
determining success. For the martial artist, effective targeting of these areas can be the difference between victory or defeat. Since there is no proven method of victory but adaptation, the knowledge of Japanese kyūsho and Chinese meridians will not promise an advantage. In a real fight, striking one or
more of these kyūsho points may not work, so it’s not a standalone method of combat but definitely worth integrating into your training. In the martial arts community, those who practice kyusho-jitsu (pressure-point fighting) are often subjected to criticism. It all started when their self-defense moves were
first brought into the limelight and onlookers didn't even want to believe the techniques were real. Those days are long past, however, and the reality of knockouts resulting from usage of human pressure points has been convincingly demonstrated time and time again — most notably by Black Belt Hall of
Fame member (and kyusho-jitsu expert) George Dillman and his students. Nowadays, two main criticisms of kyusho-jitsu persist. The first consists of dire warnings that self-defense moves using pressure-point techniques are dangerous and that those who practice them by actually knocking each other
out are reckless and foolhardy. This accusation was later found to be groundless. Are the Self-Defense Moves of Kyusho-Jitsu Dangerous?For decades now, the once-secret art of kyusho-jitsu has been publicly taught and demonstrated. Thousands of students now practice the methods of kyusho-jitsu,
and an untold number of people have been knocked out practicing its self-defense moves, some on numerous occasions. In 1997, at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, a team of scientists sought to examine the mechanism behind human-pressure-point knockouts. In their
findings — which were reported in Black Belt's September 1998 issue and subsequently published in the Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness (1999; 39:328-335) — they stated that “… no hazardous complications were demonstrated and no immediately dangerous phenomena … were
noted."Nonetheless, claims regarding arts like kyusho-jitsu and the dangers of human-pressure-point techniques persist like urban legends. Yet no one seems to ask the most natural questions in the world about these self-defense moves: “Where are the bodies? Where are the legions of martial artists
whose health has been ruined by these strikes?"This response to the claims of associated dangers eliminates the need to address the issue by comparing pressure-point strikes to free sparring, yet it still should be done. In free sparring, martial artists regularly suffer damaged joints, concussions, broken
bones and even occasional death — all while participating in “no-contact" sparring. When the action is intensified to the level of full-contact fighting or boxing, the potential for injury is even greater, yet few ever accuse practitioners of those sports of reckless disregard for others.Let's be honest: Despite the
cautionary advice of those who don't practice arts such as kyusho-jitsu and really don't know anything about it, there's no evidence to support the persistent cry that the practice of self-defense moves utilizing human pressure points is “reckless and dangerous." Other Criticisms Regarding Kyusho-Jitsu's
Use of Human Pressure Points The second criticism of kyusho-jitsu is that the human pressure points that must be activated are too discreet to be used in actual fighting. Those who make this claim always preface it by admitting that the points are for real and that they actually work in demonstrations.
But in real combat, they insist, it simply isn't possible to hit such tiny human pressure points.Setting aside the fact that the whole point of training is to learn how to perform high-level tasks under stress, it must be acknowledged that it is difficult to accurately hit a small moving target. This point has been
articulated in many ways, but one of the best versions is this: A brain surgeon can perform a delicate operation, but can he perform it while the patient is running around the room?Such a pithy summation of the problem seems to end the discussion among those who have no knowledge base from which
to respond. However, the educated response of a person who practices self-defense moves involving human pressure points is simply: “You're right. If you want to perform brain surgery, you first have to strap down the patient."That statement leads to what might be called the thesis of kyusho-jitsu: If the
opponent is unable to move, it's a whole lot easier to hit a point on his body. So the first rule of the art is to aim for the points that aren't moving because they're the easiest to hit.The second rule follows logically: Do something to make sure what you want to hit isn't moving.Using Human Pressure Points
In Real-Life Self-Defense MovesConsider the following self-defense scenario: An irate assailant reaches out with his left hand, grabbing you by the right shoulder to stabilize his intended target. (This is how the engagement portion of many bar fights begins.) But the moment he grabs you, all the human
pressure points of his extended left arm are motionless and easy to hit — really easy to hit. Those areas should be the first targets for your response. So if you're a kyusho-jitsu practitioner, you might employ the ever-so-mundane karate technique known as morote-uke, which would normally — and
inaccurately — be called an “augmented block."Now, it's important to be honest and admit that, as the victim, you're probably going to be caught off-guard. (Otherwise, you would have left the scene to avoid a physical confrontation.) As a result, when you're grabbed, your hands will probably rise in a
natural warding-off gesture, obstructing the attacker's first punch. It's likely that, as he winds up his right fist to try again, your brain will catch up with the situation and your kyusho-jitsu training in self-defense moves will kick in.Immediately, you slam your left forearm into the middle of his left forearm at a
pressure point called LI-7/wenliu, pinning his left hand against your body. At the same time, you use your right fist to strike near his elbow, at a point called LI-10/shousanli. This action causes his right shoulder to turn back and away, and it makes his left arm fold.Kyusho-Jitsu in Action: Self-Defense
MovesUsing Human Pressure Points — Sequence 1The performance of morote-uke calls for one hand to be squeezed tightly against your torso while the other hand strikes out. If you simply continue the energy of your strike through LI-10, pulling your right forearm against your body, the attacker will be
trapped and helpless, with his head motionless and within easy reach of your left fist. A blow to S-5/daying will generally finish the altercation.Lesson learned: Before striking to the head, which can be highly mobile and difficult to hit, trap and control the attacker so his body and pressure points are
immobile.Kyusho-Jitsu Analyzed: Human Pressure Points for Self-Defense MovesUsing Human Pressure Points During Up-Close Kyusho-Jitsu ApplicationsIn another example, again using morote-uke, the attacker grabs you with a two-handed lapel hold and pulls you in. This is a typical prelude to one of
three actions by the attacker: a head butt, a knee to the groin or an attempt at some bad-breath-in-your-face intimidation. Of course, you have no idea which tactic he'll use, so you must respond on the assumption that he intends to inflict bodily harm and not merely olfactory offense.As you're pulled
forward, you borrow the attacker's energy to move at a 45-degree angle. That takes you away from the line of his strength and places him in a somewhat awkward position.At the same time, you strike inward, hitting his arms simultaneously on the LI-10 points on his forearms, causing them to collapse
inward. Then, with one hand, you trap his arms against your body and use your other hand to strike the S-5 point on his head.Kyusho-Jitsu in Action: Self-Defense MovesUsing Human Pressure Points — Sequence 2In both examples, hitting those “tiny targets" is extremely easy because you're aiming for
points that are immobile — immobile because of the actions you just took. And in both situations, the confrontation is in a self-defense setting, a real-life scenario and not a mutually agreed-on match or some stylized one-step sparring drill involving a lunge punch delivered from across the room.In both
examples, the response's utilization of human pressure points is essentially the same, meaning you don't have to stop and think about what to do under different circumstances. The scenarios demonstrate that human-pressure-point fighting isn't just about attacking points on the body. It's about learning a
comprehensive approach to self-defense moves and the traditional martial arts, one that takes into consideration the real dynamics of violent encounters.The Final Word on the Safety of ImpactingHuman Pressure Points in Kyusho-Jitsu Self-Defense Moves?About the Author: Chris Thomas is a frequent
contributor to Black Belt and co-author (with George Dillman) of a series of books on pressure-point fighting. For more information, visit dillman.com.
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